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Abstract  – The integro-differential equation ( IDE) of a th ree-dimensional ( 3-D) electromagnetic excitation problem of
unclosed surfaces is numerically treated by means of the novel direct solver.
I. INTRODUCTION
The integral equation technique is the only universal calculation method needed for simulating of reflectors of
both small and large sizes. The electric field integral equation (EFIE) was usually discretized by Galerkin-type
procedures, the method of moments (MoM) or similar method of subdomains [1-2]. However, for the vast
majority of published investigations, small unclosed 3-D screens brought to calculation are of rather simple
geometry (flat plates, corner reflectors etc.). The other discrete models having the advantage of controlled
accuracy (usually, axial excitation problems of spherical screens depend on analytical regularization [3]), could
be hardly extended to different surfaces and the cases of inclined incident waves.
Unlike EFIE-MoM techniques, the proposed numerical method is based upon expansion of surface current
densities into dual Fourier series with the factor such that Meixner’s conditions on the edge are satisfying
“automatically”. Such approach (being the generalization of associated 2-D problem [4]) allows crucially new
numerical results to be obtained. RCS curves behavior as the number of members of dual Fourier series is
increasing testifies the internal convergence of the numerical method.  Obtained RCS patterns of spherical and
parabolic caps are in good is agreement with those of physical optics (PO) and physical theory of diffraction
(PTD) approximation.
II. METHODOLOGY
Consider the electromagnetic excitation of an arbitrary perfectly conducting boundary surface of revolution 
 by a plane electromagnetic waveS 00 , HE . Assume the time dependence of the field as )exp( ti .  Let’s
take into consideration tangential operators
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Initially consider observation point  to lie exterior to surface from the side of the chosen normal






dsjDgDnI )()( 002 . Then, after special transformation of 2I , placing the
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xEexEne , we derive from (2)



















Having regard to linear representations of 1I  and 2I
through coefficients  and taking the




),( 00 ji  greater 
than the number of unknown coefficients, we obtain,
as a result, overdetermined system of linear algebraic
equations relatively .)()( , ilm
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Fig. 1. Problem geometry.








































,S),( 00 )(f  - integrable function, possibly contained a singularity of a type
2
1
1 )( , and r - a distance
between observation and integration points. Consider the derivative of (3), which has the greatest
difficulty to be calculated. Further assessments for integrals and derivatives will be concretised for the case of a
paraboloid of revolution .
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where has singularity with respect to t not higher than square singularity on the upper limit of 
integration;
);,( 0tR
)( 0 , )(
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, and )(~ 0 are non-singular well-behaved functions.
After limiting transition  (4) is to be considered in points,),( 00 S 0
2
sin:  as a value principle.
Subtracting the main singularity in (4), we obtain an integral considered as a value principle, which is to be













and by step-constant approximation of non-singular function. External integration in (5) can be calculated using
5-dot Gauss formula.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To demonstrate method abilities, current density distributions and radiation patterns of spherical and parabolic 
screens has been calculated for two polarizations of an incident plane wave with a scanning angle  and 
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. Fig. 2 demonstrates the internal convergence of the numerical method. RCS’
 [5] as the number of azimuthal harmonics increases.values agree well with PTD approximation
Fig. 2 Fig. 3a
pa
 Fig. 3b
Fig. 2. Backscattering from an axially excited spherical Fig. 3.  Near-field radiation ( E amplitude – a, phase – b)
screen (RCS as a function of a number of azimuthal
harmonics; 1,165,9 000 Mak ).
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)
ion.
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Here s a radius-vector of an observation point,0x i x is an integration point, p is a unit vector to project the 
field, e is a field of the electric dipole with a vector-moment pE0 in the point x , and 0 is the radiation radial
freque y. One can see the energy splash in a reflector focu , and the lig ened d main (Poisson’s spot)
decreasing on its amplitude as distance from the top increases behind the screen.
nc s ht o
IV. CONCLUSION
The developed methodology of integro-differential equation is described for the numerical analyses o
ele
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